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“Mountaineering involves an unconditional 

acceptance of risk and hardship. It is 

played out in an environment 

dramatically indifferent to human needs: 

an unpolluted and wild nature, where a 

human being realizes, first-hand and in 

the depths of his gut, that he is only a 

passing guest, and not an arrogant 

master. The mountaineer knows that he 

can rely on himself alone, and that he 

must be able to wriggle his way out of any 

and all situations that may arise.” ( from the 

introductory lesson ). 

 



MISSION ANALYTIC REPORT 

16th of August: four Italian mountaineering instructors (Carlo Barbolini, 

Tommaso Castorina, Massimo Faletti, Daniele Moretti), accompanied by 

the mission leader Prof. Carlo Alberto Pinelli and Dr. Michele Branca, 

financial advisor of the Asian Desk of Mountain Wilderness International, 

left Rome with Etihad Airways directed to Islamabad.  

17
th
 of August: the team reached Islamabad and was met by the 

responsible officers of the local AKRSP. The equipment and gears 

previously sent by air cargo (for a total of 260kg) were still waiting to be 

picked up at the airport customs.  

18
th
 of August: bad weather. The flight to Gilgit was canceled.  

19
th
 of August. The team tried to fly to Skardu, with the purpose of 

reaching Gilgit by road. Unfortunately the aircraft was compelled to go 

back to Islamabad due to a thick carpet of clouds over Nanga Parbat. 

20
th
 of August. All the team succeeded in landing at Skardu. From there 

six hours of driving bring them to Gilgit where they met mr. Jamal of 

AKRSP. There were some problems regarding the equipment which was 

supposed to leave by road (KKH) from Islamabad that same morning. But 

did not. 

21th of August. Easy trip from Gilgit to Passu. The team was installed in 

the Sarai Hotel. In the afternoon first visit to the cliffs surrounding the 

KKH, near the village. 

22
nd
 of August. Exploration in depth and  full outfitting of the cliffs and 

boulders suitable for climbing exercises. The pickup with all the luggage 

arrived before dinner, together with Mr. Afzel Sherazee, president of 

Mountain Wilderness Pakistan and his brother Tokir.   

23th of August. Exploration of the accesses to the Passu glacier. A static 

fixed rope of 60 meters was installed to facilitate the descent of a steep 

gully. Other instructors finished the cleaning and outfitting of the chosen 



cliffs. At the end seven different itineraries (some very challenging) were 

ready for training exercises. 

24
th
 of August. In the afternoon almost all the trainees arrived a few at the 

time.  The group coming from Shimshal pitched their tents in the open 

space in front of the hotel. All the others pitched and occupied the colorful 

tents bought by AKRSP. Also a huge mess tent was pitched as store-room. 

Two trainees did not show up: Faqir Mohammad from Chipursan and 

Zulfiqar Ali from Passu. Amir Jan, from Gulmit arrived the next morning 

but disappeared after two training days.  

 

 

 

25
th
 of August. Morning: theoretical introductory lessons and examination 

of the equipment the trainees were supposed to own.  We discovered that 

many important items were missing or looked  inadequate and scarcely 



reliable. The instructors tried to  solve part of the problem handing out the 

extra equipment, boots and gears brought from Italy. Moreover each 

trainee received slings, cords, some karabiners, ice screws, one belay/ 

rappelling device, one helmet. Many mountain clothes - gift of the famous 

Italian climber Maurizio Giordani - were drawn among the trainees. The 

17 climbing dynamic ropes brought by the Italian team were carefully 

checked. No news about the 3 Afghans. The Instructors decided to agree to 

a request of Kaleem Ullah (Shimshal) and Safida Numa (Passu), to be 

accepted as trainees, as replacement of the two missing men. Afternoon: 

first practical lesson on boulders (close to the village graveyard) about 

knots, karabiners and harnesses. 

26
th
 of August. All day long practical lessons on rock climbing and correct 

belaying. In the early afternoon the 3 Afghans arrived. Later arrived the 

British (of Pakistani origins) medical instructor Dr. Muhammad Javeed. 

From Gilgit came the bad news that the concerned Pakistani authorities 

will not give the permit to pitch a training camp near the Khunjerab Pass, 

the only place where it would have been possible to find snow covered 

slopes. This was a serious setback. It will be hard to teach how to negotiate 

that kind of terrain. Some locals suggested to give a look at the north 

gullies descending from the Passu Peak and Batura peak, along the Batura 

glacier. It was very unlikely that some snow fields still remained at  such a 

low altitude.  But anyway it was decided to send Pinelli and Branca to 

ascertain this possibility. After dinner theoretical lesson on geology and 

morphology of the great Asian mountain ranges (Tommaso Castorina).  

 



 

 

27th of August. Again practical lessons on difficult rock climbing,  safety 

gears, abseiling, etc. After dinner first lesson on altitude diseases 

(Muhammad Javeed). At the same time Branca and Pinelli trekked along 

the path edging the orographic right side of the huge Batura glacier. After 

6 hours of demanding walking they reached the small shepherd camp of 

Wamul at an altitude of 3100 meters, where they pitched their tent. No 

traces of snow anywhere.  



 

28
th
 of August. Last day on the rock cliffs. High difficult climbing. In the 

afternoon Pinelli and Branca reached the hotel coming from Batura 

glacier.  No solution to the problem of snow.  After dinner theoretical 

lesson about different dangers in the mountains (summer and winter) by 

Massimo Faletti. 

29
th
 of August. The radio forecast announced that bad weather was coming 

soon. Anyway trainers and trainees reached the upper Borit village with 

two vans. From there they walked to the gully already chosen and 

equipped for a safe descent to the glacier of Passu. Ice slopes and towers 

of the white section of the glacier turned out to be perfect for these first 

lessons on correct use of crampons, ice axes, ice screws, etc. At noon it 

started raining (annoying small showers) but this did not prevent the 

lessons to go on. Only at 3 p.m the instructors decided to go back.  After 

dinner second  theoretical lesson on medicine and rescue operations. 



30
th
 of August. Very bad weather. Intermittent rain showers. Some film 

documentaries about Mountain Wilderness past actions were shown to the  

trainees. In the afternoon, as soon as the rain stopped, the instructors made 

up a lesson on the way mountain

glacier, in front of the hotel porch.  Before dinner last lesson on medicine 

and first aid. 

31
st
 of August. Weather still unsteady but better. Second day of practical 

lessons on the Passu ice fall. Exercises on rescue o

dinner theoretical lesson on the quality and reliability of climbing 

equipment and gears and how long they last (Barbolini and Castorina).

During a meeting among the instructors it was decided to postpone to next 

spring a refreshing short course on snow techniques to be followed only by 

trainees who will receive the diploma of instructor.
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  It was decided also to organize now, instead, a trekking/teaching itinerary 

leading the entire group to a camp to be pitched on the other side of the 

upper ice fall of the Passu glacier. We must not forget that this Course is 

meant also for trekking guides.   

1
st
 of September. Practical examinations on rock techniques. Trainees were 

asked to act as instructors and explain clearly what they have learned till 

now. 

2
nd
 of September. Morning: first part of theoretical examinations. 

Afternoon preparation of the next activities of trekking and camping. 

Trainees were divided in two groups and asked to plan this organization 

autonomously. It was decided that 23 low altitude porters were needed for 

tomorrow. The 3 afghans will stay in Passu, waiting to know if their visa 

could be extended until the end of the Course.  

 

 



3rd of September. Weather conditions improved. Trainers, trainees and 

porters reached the Lundun shepherd camp (3500 meters) in less than four 

hours, crossing the glacier from one side to the other along the way. The 

site was very beautiful, scenic and grassy. Soon all the needed tents were 

pitched, including two mess tents and a toilet tent. Two kitchens were 

organized inside two abandoned shepherd huts 

4
th
 of September. Full day on the magnificent ice fall. Again lessons on 

rescue from crevasses, rappelling, “Abalakov” technique, correct 

placement  and removal of static fixed ropes, etc. In the afternoon also our 

3 afghan trainees showed up. They succeeded in having their visa 

extended.   

 

 

5
th
 of September. Second full day on the ice fall. Lessons on correct 

behavior of roped mountaineers on tricky ice terrain, steep and vertical ice 

slopes, more fixed ropes.  

6
th
 of September. Practical examination on glacier and ice techniques. 

Again trainees were asked to act as instructors and explain clearly what 

they have learned. In the afternoon the instructor Massimo Faletti left the 

camp and reached Passu before night. He was asked by the director of the 

Course to explore the smaller glaciers (and granite walls and ridges) of 

Gulmit and Gulkin for possible future courses. 



  

7
th
 of September. The camp of Lundun was dismantled, while 20 low 

altitude porters arrived from Borit and Hussaini villages. Trainees left the 

camp (perfectly cleaned) at 10 a.m. accompanied by Pinelli, Branca, Afzel 

Sherazee and Dr. Mohammad Javeed. Instructors Barbolini, Castorina and 

Moretti decided to stay one day more, with the purpose of reaching the 

base camp of Passu Peak. Their survey had only a photographic interest. 

  

8
th
 of September. Theoretical examinations, part 2. The exams were 

mainly concerned about medicine and first aid. Very poor results. To a 

point that the director of the Course asked dr. Javeed to give an extra 

lesson on this subject after dinner.  At evening all the instructors reached 

the hotel. Later they met to value the trainees performances and give to 

each of them the diploma they deserve. Here are the outcomes: 

 



Assistant Trekking Guide. 

Shakila Numa (Shimshal), Safida Numa (Passu), Malang Darya (Wakhan), 

Ahmad Ali Khan (Passu), Rahman Ali Khan (Gulkin) 

Trekking Guide 

Aziza Nigha (Passu), Hafiza Bano (Shimshal), Aquib Jaffar (Gulmit), 

Gulshan Pari (Gulkin), Nadeema Sahar ( Shimshal), Madad Shafa (Gulkin) 

Mountaineering Instructor 

Zahid Amad (Passu), Kaleem Ullah (Shimshal), Eid Muhammad 

(Shimshal), Afiat Khan (Wakhan), Amruddin (Wakhan), Jalal Uddin 

(Shimshal), Farzana Jabeen (Shimshal), Niamat Karim (Shimshal), Wahab 

Ali Shah (Shimshal), Rhamatullah Baig (Shimshal), Aminullah Baig 

(Shimshal), Mohammad Abdul (Shimshal). 

The “Stefania Benuzzi Award” (a precious ice axe) was given to Farzana 

Jabeen, the only girl who got a Diploma of Instructor. 

 

 



 

9
th
 of September. Official ceremony to deliver the Diplomas at the 

presence of  many regional authorities. End of the Course. 

10
th
 of September. Instructors and experts left Passu for Gilgit. 

11
th
 of September. Only four Italians succeeded in catching the flight from 

Gilgit to Islamabad. 

12
th
 of September. Also the last two Italians reached Islamabad. Very late 

in the night dr. Javeed, Afzel Sherazee and Tokir Javeed reached 

Islamabad by road (KKH and Babusar Pass) with all the baggage. During 

the day Prof. Pinelli tried to organize the scheduled press conference, with 

the cooperation of the officials of AKRSP.  

13
th
 of September. Thanks to the help and experience of the Pakistani 

Alpine Club the press conference was finally held with success at 4 p.m. 

after a morning failure. 

 



14
th
 of September. All the Italians left for Rome with a Etihad Airways 
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In reality, this is a challenge that involves the full range of actors. Of 

course, the first step has to be taken by the ex-trainees who earned 

certification as mountaineering instructors and/or trekking guides. It is 

they who will very soon put themselves to the test of the Aga Khan 

Foundation and Mountain Wilderness (which, in turn, must maintain their 

role as advocates) in specific mountaineering courses and trekking 

proposals designed not only for the young people of their own valleys but 

also, and above all, for paying customers from the urban areas of Pakistan 

and Afghanistan and the foreign market. It is at this point that the Alpine 

Club of Pakistan and the major tourism agencies specialized in outdoor 

and adventure sports, in Pakistan and the rest of the world, will have to 

become involved. 

It is then up to those who have supported, funded and piloted the present 

Course to draft an effective and broad-based communication strategy 

aimed at rendering the above proposals appealing and concretely feasible. 

At the same time it will be necessary to equip the school – or, better yet, 

the schools that will go on to be created or upgraded – with suitable 

technical materials in addition to those already distributed during the 

Course: a mountaineering school’s image and credibility is gauged at the 

level of such details. 

The present Course showed that not all students had a sufficient command 

of the English language; this was especially true of the women of 

Shimshal, who even proved to have serious difficulty expressing 

themselves in Urdu. This is going to seriously limit their chances of 

communicating the knowledge they have acquired to potential students 

from other places. The AKRSP is therefore urged to consider the 

possibility of sending a qualified English instructor to Shimshal for a full 

year.  

The AKRSP and the Aga Khan Foundation are also urged to collaborate 

financially with the Alpine Club of Pakistan, the government of the Gilgit 

Baltistan region and Mountain Wilderness Pakistan on rapidly establishing 

a stable Mountaineering and Trekking Institute in the village of Passu, as a 



point of convergence and dissemination of the various projects, and as a 

reliable storage facility for the technical materials required for 

implementing the various teaching activities.  

Regarding the Wakhan Corridor, we consider it important to pursue the 

implementation of initiatives aimed at strengthening the ties that the 

present course succeeded in forging, beyond every expectation, between 

Afghan and Pakistani mountaineers of Wakhi language and culture. 

Serious consideration must also be given to the possibility of additional 

favourable exchanges, with a view not least to designing courses for 

beginners.  

In further reference to the Wakhan Corridor, the handbook “Peaks of 

Silver and Jade”, published a few years ago by the AKDN of Kabul, has 

surely contributed to directing no small number of mountaineering and 

trekking expeditions to the Afghan Hindu Kush. Nevertheless, the book 

has regrettably been the victim of poor distribution and a very high price 

tag; it is truly a shame that hundreds of copies of it lie abandoned in the 

warehouses of the AKDN of Kabul. 

Planning and realizing a second handbook dealing with the mountains of 

the Western Karakorum (roughly speaking, between Snow Lake, the 

Khunjerab Pass and the Batura massif) would be of enormous importance 

to generate an effect analogous to what has happened in the Afghan Hindu 

Kush. A book that should be designed to include not only Alpine-style 

ascents, as in the case of the former, but also the most interesting trekking 

routes. We are aware that this would be a highly complex and costly 

undertaking, but feel it would have unparalleled impact at the level of 

communication. 

Mountain Wilderness wishes to underscore that, because authorization to 

set up a camp-school near the Khunjerab pass was denied, the trainees who 

earned diplomas as instructors were unable to acquire the technical 

expertise necessary for practicing mountaineering on snow; a practice – 

make no mistake! – of primary importance to anyone who wants to 

negotiate the mountains of the Karakorum. Consequently, Mountain 



Wilderness proposes offering a one-week refresher Course in the late 

spring of 2014 solely to those students who achieved certification as 

Instructors (or potential Instructor-Assistants), for a total of 12 persons. 

Mountain Wilderness also pledges the availability of two European 

instructors free of charge. At the same time, the Aga Khan Foundation and 

the AKRSP are urged to use their influence at the highest levels to obtain a 

permit to set up an approximately 5 to 6-day camp-school in one of the 

valleys going up to the Khunjerab Pass already identified by prof. Pinelli 

as suitable for the purpose. If, despite every effort, such a waiver were to 

be denied, it would be necessary to shift the operation to the much less 

accessible upper Shimshal valley. 

 

Suitable snow covered slopes near the Khunjerab Pass (4700 meters) 

 

 



ANNEX 1 ( sent separately ) 


